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1 INTRODUCTION 

The research program carried out by ENSAM aims 
to show the viability of the process of laser assisted 
machining (LAM) in industry. The objectives are 
multiple: ensure an as wide as possible versatility of 
the process and guarantee an increase in the 
profitability of the whole operation. 
 
LAM has mainly been studied to machine materials 
known as `non machinable' such as ceramics or 
carbides or considered as difficult to machine (nickel 
based or titanium based alloys…). Moreover it is of 
primary importance to be able to handle these 
materials because they are more and more used for 
their high mechanical characteristics. Very specific 
LAM applications showed the advantage of this 
process for this type of materials [1,2,3,4]. 
 
But to be viable it is also necessary to guarantee the 
versatility and the flexibility of the LAM. It can also 
be used to machine more traditional metals with a 
better productivity and without lubrication. Dry 
machining allows an economy on the purchase and 
the reprocessing of the lubricants and thus satisfies 
the most advanced ecological standards. Moreover, a 
light heating of the part can improve machining by 
softening sulphides inclusions. 
 

In order to make the process more profitable, one 
can also use it to carry out a thermal surface 
treatment located directly on the production machine 
tool. 
 
All these aspects must be taken into account and 
optimized to show the advantage of the laser 
assistance compared to a conventional machining. 
 
For this study the LPMI, in ENSAM Angers, is 
equipped with a REALMECA lath coupled to a 
ROFIN 2,5 kW YAG laser. The NC unit controls in 
real time the two axes of motion of the cutting tool 
and five axes for the movements of the laser (three 
translations and two rotations). 
 
The machine is instrumented with a force 
dynamometer (Kistler) for the measurement of the 
three cutting force components during machining. A 
temperature measurement can be carried out by an 
infra-red camera and, a measurement of the heat flux 
in the tool will be soon possible. 

2 PARAMETERS INFLUENCE 

The principle of laser assisted machining is simple. 
It consists to heat locally and, in an intense way, the 
part upstream of the cutting tool in order to soften 
the material and thus to improve machining. 
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Fig. 1. Principle of the laser assistance 

2.1 Materials 

The first tests were carried out on a low alloyed steel 
(42CrMo4) to show the interest of the laser 
assistance on traditional steels. The tests in progress 
are carried out on bearing chromium steel (100Cr6) 
with a hardness higher than 50HRc and under 
various structures (more or less carbides). The 
continuation of the study will be carried out on 
nickel and titanium alloys 

2.2 Laser parameters and cutting parameters 

Various machining were carried out with a cBN 
turning insert of geometry CNMA 12 04 08 
S01020E CB20 and a holder PCLNL 20 20 K 12. 
The effects of the parameters have been studied 
within experiments using Taguchi Method. 
 
The position of the laser impact compared to the tool 
(δ, ∆) is determined by numerical simulation 
according to the power of the beam and the type of 
machined material. 
 
This modelling is currently carried out on software 
ANSYS. The heat flux moves on the surface of the 
part with a speed equal to the cutting speed. The 
physical properties of the material (density, heat 
capacity, conductivity) are temperature dependent. 
Convection is taken into account on the surface of 
the part. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Temperature field induced by the laser beam 

The distances δ and ∆ (fig. 1) are given so that the 
formation of the chip is carried out in a zone heated 
over 500°C. The distance δ must generally remains 
smaller than 10 mm on carbon steel. We have taken 
a fixed δ of 10mm, in order to avoid collision with 
the tool. The ∆ distance is generally fixed at a value 
equal to the laser spot radius (in our case the radius 
is 0.8mm). 
 
The calculated heated depth does not exceed some 
hundredths of millimetre for a single run of the laser 
beam. The heating strategy was to heat the cylinder 
and not the chamfer (fig. 3). 

                       
Fig. 3. Heating strategies 

In this configuration, it is not necessary to heat a 
significant matter width. The density of power is 
thus more significant. Moreover, because of the ratio 
of the laser spot radius to the feed rate, the matter is 
heated several turns before being removed. The 
thermal diffusion process then makes it possible to 
have a more important heated depth. 
 
A Taguchi method for robust design was carried out 
on 42CrMo4 steel to show the effectiveness of the 
LAM on usual machining. Two criteria of 
optimization were raised: cutting force (resultant of 
the three cutting force components) and the criterion 
of surface quality Ra (mean roughness). The 
proceeded parameters selected are cutting speed 
(Vc), feed rate (f), depth of cut (ap) and the laser 
power (P). The tests were carried out according to 
the values of the following table, and were compared 
with machining without laser assistance. 



Table1. Values of parameters 
 Mini level Max level 

Vc (m.mn-1) 150 650 
f (mm.rev-1) 0.03 0.1 

ap (mm) 0.2 0.7 
P (W) 500 2250 

 
The following figures are showing the results of our 
experiences: for each parameter the mean value of 
criteria and its extent according to the variations of 
other parameters. 
 
The cutting force does not vary much according to 
the power of the laser beam (fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Cutting force according to the power of the beam 

That is due to the fact that the steel selected is very 
ductile. The effect of the assistance is thus not 
significant, contrary to the profits obtained in 
hardened steels [2,8]. 
 
On the other hand, the power of the laser has a very 
strong influence on the criterion of surface quality, 
Ra (fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Roughness criterion Ra according to the power of the 
beam 

The assistance allows a total control of the surface 
quality (roughness) whatever the cutting parameters. 
The interest of the LAM is undeniable because it 
allows to very strongly increase the cutting 
parameters (Vc and f) without degrading the surface 
quality of the part. Moreover, it allows the 
machining of traditional steels under very good 
conditions without lubrication. Removing 
lubrication is a very economically (cost of fluid 
purchasing and reprocessing treatment) and 
practically (antipollution regulations) importance for 
the cutting industry. 

3 MODELLING  

Analytical or semi analytical modelling, was carried 
out to determine the field of temperature in laser 
assisted machining [5,6,7]. B. Lesourd [8] was 
interested in modelling of the formation of the chip 
in LAM, taking a homogeneous temperature of 
600°C, without detailing the field of temperature 
induced by the beam. To understand the thermo 
physical mechanisms interactions, it is necessary to 
be able to connect the formation of the chip with the 
temperature gradients due to the laser heating. 
 
We develop a finite elements modelling to 
apprehend the contribution of the heating in the 
deformation during the cutting process. 
 
The ABAQUS/Explicit software is used to model 
the formation of the chip during machining. 

 
Fig. 6. Von Mises stress field during the simulation of chip 

formation. 

To account for the thermal and mechanical 
phenomena, the material behaviour law must be of 
thermo-elasto-visco-plastic type and even with a 
damage criterion for predicting chip shape and 



break. The tool, of hardness much higher than the 
part, can be regarded as an indeformable but heat 
conducting. 
 
The field of temperature results from the 
contribution of four sources: the laser spot (heat 
flux), two zones of friction chip / tool (Z2) and tool / 
part (Z3) and, of volumic sources of heat within the 
matter due to the intense plastic deformation within 
the primary shear band (Z1). 
 
To model friction, we took ` Coulomb-Orowan ' 
approach, which limits the efforts to a threshold 
defined according to the shearing yield stress. 
Generated heat is then distributed between the two 
involved bodies. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Distribution of the temperatures in the cutting zone 

(chip and tool) 

The high deformations rate and heat gradients 
require an ALE formulation (Arbitrary-Lagrangian-
Eulerian), with or without remeshing, and a strong 
thermo mechanical coupling. 
 
Further fully instrumented experiments will allow 
measuring and confronting the cutting force and, the 
thermal field and fluxes in the cutting zone with the 
results of simulation. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Laser assisted machining has already proved its 
effectiveness for very specific machining. But it 
must prove its reliability and its profitability on a 
very broad field to be recognized and used in the 
industrial world. 
 
In our preliminary study, we have proved that this 
process allows increasing strongly the cutting 
parameters while improving the surface quality 
(roughness). It facilitates machining by avoiding 
expensive and polluting lubrication. This work 
continues to study the surface integrity of the part 
(residual stress, evolution of the microstructure) 

after the LAM and, to compare the behaviour of the 
tool with traditional turning. Moreover, this study 
will widen to very hard materials, with high 
behaviour mechanical (100Cr6 steel heat treated, 
nickel and titanium based alloys…). 
 
A modelling by finite elements of the laser heating 
coupled with the formation of the chip will facilitate 
the comprehension of the thermomechanical 
phenomena induced by the laser assistance. 
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